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Created by Gorgi Design of Italy, Speed-o is an attractive and affordable seating solution for a variety of 
spaces. Featuring an auto-synchronous movement that provides continuous and automatic lumbar support, 
the cleverly engineered task chair assembles without tools, yet still offers a height adjustable backrest with 
variable back lock, integrated sliding seat, and height and width adjustable armrests.

DESIGN: Gorgi Design

Intelligence through Technology. Character through Engineering. 
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Through an abundant palette of colors, Speed-o breathes new life into any space. Standard on all mesh back 
models is the soft knit Spacer Mesh, available in 14 shades to suit a myriad of design applications. Or, choose 
a flexible poly membrane back in black or white to meet more specific needs. Speed-o also comes as a stool, 
in two seat height ranges, with an adjustable foot ring, to meet lab and teller use requirements.  

DESIGN: Gorgi Design

Platform of Color.  Adaptable for Change. 
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Height adjustable poly 
or mesh backrest

Soft polyurethane arms 
adjust in height and 

width

Back locks in forward 
position

Back pressure adjusts 
automatically to user’s 
weight in any position

Seat depth adjustment 
using sliding seat

Seat height adjustment

Speed-o was cleverly designed to minimize the use of materials, facilitate easy assembly and deliver a 
comfortable, fuss-free sitting experience.  

Designed, engineered and built within Dauphin’s ISO-14001 environmental management system 

Contains more than 50% recycled content

Free of hazardous substances such as PVC, chrome VI, lead or mercury

Breathable polyurethane foams are CFC- and CHC- free

Extended product life because most parts can be easily replaced

Weighs 11.9 kilos (~26 lbs.)
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